Conclusion
Heterogeneous environment conditions, frequent topology changes, resource constraints and increased demand has made wireless sensor networks a favorable choice for security attacks. For the above said reason, one policy fits all doesn't seems to be an efficient and reliable solution for the problem. Wireless sensor networks have many aspects in common with biological behaviors such as decision making, cooperation and dependence on energy conservation policies. Thus we proposed an adaptive selection of cryptographic protocols during runtime using paradigms of evolutionary game by classifying protocols into strong and weak. This paper aims to curb security issues in wireless sensor networks by proposing an adaptive approach and therefore it introduces an evolutionary game model to study mutual interactions between attackers and defenders. Further solving replicator dynamics equations of the proposed game we derived various ESSs. From simulation and theoretical results, we observed that by adjusting the constant multipliers, the population states of the network will converge to the desired ESS which is robust defense against invaders. The simulation results are in line with our theoretical analysis and support the practicality and effectiveness of the proposed model, where system converges rapidly to the ESS. Not only it converges, it also forms a stable system which was verified by deliberately destabilizing the system.
